
I the ultimate iPad frame I



satin white
portrait

brushed aluminium
landscape

The market has recently been flooded 
with mounting systems for the iPad. 

Some are practical, others  well 
designed, but the ultimate iPad frame 
still had to be conceived. 

Elegant and stylish, 
Eve embraces the iPad and turns it into 
an amazing wall mounted touch screen. 

Eve complements the iPad with respect 
for its pure design without hiding it.
 
Eve, the ultimate iPad frame. 

“Simplicity is 
the ultimate 
sophistication”

One more thing...

Leonardo Da Vinci





Eve is easily mounted on the wall. 
The complete product is only 3mm 
(0.12”) larger than the iPad itself. It 
allows permanent mounting of the 
iPad on the wall.   

Eve is the perfect alternative to a 
traditional touch screen which can be 
overpowering in a modern interior.

I on-wall I

Eve is compatible with the iPad 2 and
the new iPad. A spacer is provided to 
correctly mount the iPad 2.

I compatibility I

spacer

The frame is simple and understated. 
It embraces the iPad in an elegant,  
fine border. Its sleek design enhances 
the perfection of the iPad.

Eve is precisely machined from solid 
aluminium to perfectly complement 
your iPad. 

I made in belgium I

Eve holds your iPad securely, thanks 
to a small lip and magnetic fixings.

I fixed I

magnets

I always charged I

Eve can be installed either in portrait 
or landscape orientation.

I installation flexibility I

Eve can be used in combination with 
the Apple iPad charger or the basalte 
“puck” USB charger. (available 
separately)

No need to remove the iPad from 
the frame for charging. No unsightly 
cables or connections. 



eve is a registered trademark of basalte bvba.
eve is a registered design of basalte bvba.
basalte is a registered trademark of basalte bvba.

iPad is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.
© photography by Piet De Kersgieter

I dimensions II collection I

Eve is available in different high quality finishes to match the architectural style 
of your home.
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eve

600-01
Eve frame  
brushed aluminium

600-03
Eve frame  
brushed black

600-04
Eve frame  
satin white

600-05
Eve frame  
polished aluminium

602-01
Eve cover - rounded 
brushed aluminium

602-03
Eve cover - rounded 
brushed black

602-04
Eve cover - rounded 
satin white

601-01
Eve cover - square 
brushed aluminium

601-03
Eve cover - square 
brushed black

601-04
Eve cover - square 
satin white

610-01 
puck
24V USB charger



made in belgium
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